
This Revolutionary Method of
Divided Solids Transport by Jean
Paul Duroudier Will Change the
Industry Forever!
Divided solids transport has always been a crucial aspect of various industries,

including mining, construction, and agriculture. The need to efficiently move

granular materials such as ores, aggregates, and grains has led to constant

innovation in this field. One of the remarkable pioneers in this domain is Jean

Paul Duroudier, whose revolutionary method has the potential to revolutionize the

industry.

Understanding the Challenges

Moving divided solids can be quite challenging due to their tendency to form

frictional forces that resist flow. Additionally, their physical properties like particle

size distribution, cohesion, moisture content, and bulk density can greatly affect

the transport process. Traditional methods such as belt conveyors and screw

feeders have their limitations, especially when handling heavy or sticky materials.

The Jean Paul Duroudier Approach

Jean Paul Duroudier, a renowned expert in material handling and transport, has

devised a groundbreaking approach to overcome these challenges. His method

involves utilizing the principles of fluidization and pneumatic conveying to

efficiently transport divided solids. By incorporating air or gas into the system, he

successfully transforms the material into a fluid-like state, allowing it to flow easily

through pipes or chutes.
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The Benefits

This innovative method offers numerous benefits over traditional transport

techniques:

1. Enhanced Efficiency

By utilizing fluidization and pneumatic conveying, Duroudier's method enables

faster and more efficient transportation of divided solids. The fluid-like state

reduces friction and allows for a continuous flow, eliminating downtime and

improving overall productivity.

2. Reduced Maintenance

Compared to conventional methods, Duroudier's approach involves minimal

contact with mechanical components. This significantly reduces wear and tear,

leading to reduced maintenance requirements and cost savings.
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3. Flexibility in Material Handling

Duroudier's approach can handle a wide range of divided solids, regardless of

their physical properties. Whether it's fine powders, sticky clumps, or coarse

aggregates, the method ensures efficient transportation without clogging or

bridging issues.

Real-World Applications of Duroudier's Method

The versatility of Duroudier's method has allowed its implementation across

various industries:

1. Mining and Mineral Processing

In the mining industry, where the transportation of ores and minerals is essential,

Duroudier's method has proven invaluable. It offers a reliable and cost-effective

solution for conveying materials such as coal, iron ore, and copper concentrate.

2. Agriculture

In the agricultural sector, the transportation of grains, seeds, and fertilizers is

critical. Duroudier's approach ensures delicate materials like grains are handled

with care while maximizing efficiency and minimizing losses.

3. Construction

For construction materials like aggregates, sand, and cement, Duroudier's method

provides enhanced flow control and reduced segregation. It offers a dependable

solution for the transportation of these materials to construction sites.

Jean Paul Duroudier's groundbreaking approach to divided solids transport is

undoubtedly a game-changer for the industry. By incorporating fluidization and

pneumatic conveying, he has revolutionized the efficiency, maintenance, and

flexibility of transporting granular materials. As the demand for efficient material



handling continues to grow, Duroudier's method stands as a testament to human

innovation and the potential to overcome complex challenges.
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Divided Solids Transport, part of the Industrial Equipment for Chemical

Engineering set, discusses the transport of a divided solid between workshops in

a factory, and from a factory to the external market. Numerical examples are

given for almost all the devices involved, and the pneumatic and hydraulic

transportation parameters are also calculated.

This book includes discussions on the movement of a divided solid by a liquid or

gaseous stream, the energy consumption for a given flow, and how transporters

are affected by the density and flow behavior of the divided solid being handled.

The author also provides methods needed for understanding the equipment used

in applied thermodynamics in the hope of encouraging students and engineers to

self build the programs they need. Chapters are complemented with appendices

that provide additional information and associated references.
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